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Abstract

Motor vehicle emissions are the primary contributors to the increase in ambient pollution levels.
Rapid urbanization and lack of a good solution to manage the traffic are forcing cities to take drastic
measures against the automotive industry. In this thesis, we build a case study of the traffic in the
Norwegian city of Trondheim and create a realist simulation based on real world data, that simulates
the traffic and the emissions. We then propose a Reinforcement Learning based solution that controls
the access to the different regions of the city to optimize the traffic given a desired metric. We also
take a look at different improvements, like using a multi-agent system and using pre-generated data for
the training phase. We compare the obtained results with the baseline and against a reactive agent. At
the end we assess the solution’s strengths and weaknesses, and propose possible future improvements.
Keywords: Deep Learning, Reinforcement Learning, Multi-Agent System

1. Introduction

Motor vehicle emissions contribute to ambient
pollution levels with carcinogen toxins. Exposure
to these toxins can also cause non-cancer health ef-
fects, such as neurological, cardiovascular, respira-
tory, reproductive and/or immune system damage.
Many of today’s traffic lights and road accesses, are
controlled by a timer or a predefined pattern. This
solution may have a lot of overhead in situations
where the traffic doesn’t follow the pattern. This
in turn has a direct correlation to the pollution in-
crease within the city.

The goal is to implement a solution that reduces
the pollution in the area by optimizing the traf-
fic flow, using Deep Learning and Reinforcement
Learning (RL) based algorithms. The solution,
given the readings from the air pollution sensors and
the traffic density, needs to reduce the dimensional-
ity of the feature set, i.e. use only relevant features,
and determine the current environment state. In
many cases the sensors data is plagued with noise
and uncertainty, so the solution needs to compen-
sate for that, with the added requirement that it is
able to work as desired with as little information as
possible, as it is hard to collect perfect knowledge
from the real world. With the states, a Deep Neural
Network needs to learn an optimal policy, on how
to control the traffic. The policy dictates which ac-
tions to be executed, in this case, by opening and
closing access to certain roads. The objective is to
optimize the traffic flow in such a way that it lowers
the pollution levels caused by the traffic, while still

maintaining an efficient traffic flow.

The AI4EU consortium was established to build
the first European AI On-Demand Platform and
Ecosystem, by leveraging industry-led pilots. ISR
collaborates with one of the pilot projects, with the
goal of implementing solutions to better citizen’s
lives by improving the city traffic in the city of
Trondheim. The abundance of traffic and pollu-
tion data and that the AI4EU partner in charge of
the pilot, Telenor, is located in Trondheim, are the
reasons why the city was chosen as the main subject
of the thesis case study.

2. Related Work
2.1. RL Based Traffic Control

Lin et al proposed[1] a Deep RL based approach
to optimize the traffic flow by better controlling
the traffic lights. The approach uses an Advantage
Actor-Critic (A2C)[2] based deep learning model.
The model receives as input a 3D tensor that rep-
resents the entire traffic grid. The model’s output
is a simplified discrete action space, in a shape of
< Ntls, 2 >, where 2 indicates the number of the
discrete probabilities of choices, either maintaining
or switching to the next phase for each intersection,
and Ntls is the number of traffic lights.

In the paper, the agent’s reward was divided into
two parts. One part is a global reward that leads the
agent to optimize a global behaviour of the whole
network. For this, the net outflow of the whole
network was used. The net outflow is calculated
by subtracting the input vehicles ||V eh(in)t || from
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the output vehicles ||V eh(out)t || within the selected
area at each time step t (1). When a congestion or
collision occurs, the simulator often teleports the
vehicles to the position where the vehicle should
have been. Because of this only the vehicles that
weren’t teleported are counted for the net outflow.

rGlobal
t = ||V eh(out)t || − ||V eh(in)t || (1)

The other part is a local reward, that helps the
agent learn a local behaviour relative to the inter-
secting. It is defined as the absolute negative dif-
ference between queue length (2).

rTLSi
t = −|max qWE

t −max qNS
t | (2)

For each intersection TLSi, q
WE
t is the number

of halting vehicle in lanes from west to east or vice
versa.

The complete hybrid reward function is formed
by summing both the global and local rewards (3).

rt = βrGlobal
t + (1− β)
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i
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2.2. Multi-agent Based Road Traffic Control

Arel et al [16] introduced a control system where
the model-based reinforcement learning approach is
utilized to optimize traffic signal in a network aim-
ing at minimizing travel time.

The team proposes a multi-agent approach,
where in a five-intersection system where each inter-
section has an agent deciding the traffic light state.
There are two types of agents where the only dif-
ference is the type of information they receive. The
outbound intersection agents only have access to
the local traffic statistics, while the central intersec-
tion agent has access to all states of its neighbouring
intersections.

The outer intersection agents employ the longest-
queue-first algorithm, while the inner intersection
agent uses the RL based approach. When arrival
rates are low, the longest-queue-first scheduling al-
gorithm performs slightly better than the multi-
agent Q-Learning system.

For the reward, the traffic delay difference be-
tween the current and previous timesteps was used,
this may be positive or negative (4). Dnew and
Dcurrent are the previous and current intersection
total delays.

r =
Dlast −Dcurrent

max[Dlast, Dcurrent]
(4)

Alegre [3] implemented a multi-agent approach
using RLlib and SUMO (Simulation of Urban
MObility)[4] to control Traffic Lights. In the ap-
proach, each traffic light has it’s own independent

agent. Each agent receives the states of the neigh-
boring lanes, which includes the amount of cars,
density, waiting time, and the traffic lights current
state. At every few steps the agents have to de-
cide to which phase they should change the Traffic
Light.

Given the flexibility of the RLlib library, he also
created a variation where only a single agent is used
to control all the traffic lights. RLlib having many
RL algorithms already implemented, allows easily
to easily change the used algorithm with minimal
changes.

Chu et al [5] propose a Multi-agent RL scalable
approach for the adaptive traffic control problem.
The proposed approach uses a synchronous multi-
agent A2C algorithm to train the agents, where
each intersection has an agent which decides the
red-green combinations of the traffic lights. The
agent receives the wait which measures the cumula-
tive delay of the first vehicle, wave which measures
the total number of approaching vehicles, and the
neighbor policies[6].

For the reward the authors propose to optimize
for the queue which measures the queue length
along each incoming lane, the wait and a which is
the trade-off coefficient (5). This reward only con-
tains a local reward, and not a global reward like
other proposed approaches.

rt,i = −
∑

ji∈E, l∈Lji

(queuet+∆t[l] + a · waitt+∆t[l]) (5)

The approach was compared to a Deep Q-network
(DQN)[7] based and single A2C agent based ap-
proaches. The DQN wasn’t able to converge, and
the multi-agent approach converged faster than a
single agent.

3. Environment

SUMO provides many necessary features, such
as traffic flow simulation, traffic lights control and
vehicle emissions, which are necessary for this case
study.

To guarantee the credibility of the simulation,
real world sampled data is used to tune the sim-
ulation for it to be as close as possible to the real
world.

3.1. Trondheim Map

OpenStreetMap (OSM) is an open source collab-
orative project to create a free editable map of the
world. The project tracks the topology of the envi-
ronment, geocoding of addresses, place names, and
route planning. provides a REST API that can be
used to programmatically download the desired in-
formation. OSM Web Wizard is a tool that SUMO
provides that allows to generate a map using OSM.
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Figure 1: Generated SUMO Simulation Map

A grid system was used on the map to track the
environment state and simplify the interactability
with the environment components. The map is split
into 17×16 cells, where each cell is 200 m2 and is
composed of multiple roads. Furthermore the cell
tracks the number of vehicles present in it at any
current simulation step, as well as the pollution val-
ues, and the travel time. Another state of the cell
is related to the action that may be performed on
the cell. A cell may be open or closed, which prop-
agates the state to the road. If a cell is closed, the
vehicles are prohibited to travel on the roads that
lay inside of the cell.

3.2. Traffic Modelling
An inductive-loop traffic detector is a detection

system which uses the principle of electromagnetic
induction to detect or measure objects. It is widely
used in cities to detect passing vehicles or to control
traffic signals at an intersection of roads.

The Norwegian Public Roads Administration 1

host a variety of induction loop sensors located in
relevant entry points of the city of Trondheim. The
sample rate is per hour basis and counts how many
vehicle passed through the sensors, and logs the es-
timated size of the vehicle. The size distinction is
relevant, as differently sized vehicles represent dif-
ferent emission categories.

By having the number of vehicles passing through
each induction loop, and the relative location of
the induction loop in the simulated environment,
DFrouter tool was used to generate the traffic.
DFrouter is a tool that tries to create traffic where
the simulated induction-loop vehicle count matches
the desired vehicle count.

The vehicle routes are originally set up based on
the real world data. When the environment state
changes, for example when a road is closed, the ve-
hicles need to react to the change and generate a
different route to guarantee the arrival at the des-
tination. By default the dynamic routing is not
enabled, and the simulator manually adds and re-
moves vehicles to maintain the specified induction

1Norwegian Public Roads Administration website,
https://www.vegvesen.no/

loop count. When enabled, at each simulation step
all the vehicles check if all the edges in their route
are reachable, if not then a new route is calculated.

3.3. Pollution Modelling
In many areas, vehicle emissions have become the

dominant source of air pollutants, including CO,
CO2, CHs, NOx, and PM. Many of the particles
are affected heavily by the external environment
sources, and some don’t have any data available,
so the primary focus of the simulation will be to
study and simulate the NOx particles.

The NILU2 hosts a variety of air quality sensors
located throughout Norway, including three located
in Trondheim. The data is available online and will
serve as the baseline to model the simulated emis-
sions.

SUMO simulator provides various open source
and commercial models. The HBEFA[8] v3.1 model
is used, as it is the latest more accurate open source
model available.

The SUMO simulator only provides instanta-
neous emissions for the vehicle and the road, mean-
ing that the values are only available for the last
step of the simulation. Because of this, a custom
emission tracker and simulation needs to be imple-
mented. At each time step the vehicle contributes
to the emissions of the cell it’s located in, by con-
catenating the vehicle pollution values to the cur-
rent cell value.

To make the emission behaviour more realistic,
two extra features are used, pollution propagation
and decay. At each step the pollution values are
reduced by a certain amount, to simulate the parti-
cle settling down and decaying. A Gaussian Blur is
also applied, after the value reduction, to simulate
the propagation through the neighboring cells.

The per-pollutant decay and dissipation values
can be seen in Table 1.

CO CO2 CHs NOx PM

Decay 0.9999 0.8 0.999914 0.996 0.995
Dissipation 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3

Table 1: Per-emissions type decay and dissipation
values

3.4. Environment State Tracking
The SUMO simulator only handles the traffic

simulation and provides a Traffic Control Interface
(TraCI) API to interact with the simulation. How-
ever this is only the most basic and necessary, so
it doesn’t have the functionality that is needed. To
solve this, an environment was created that wraps
the SUMO simulation and adds extra functionality.
The built environment follows a modular methodol-
ogy, where a core system exists, and optional mod-

2Norwegian Institute for Air Research website,
https://www.nilu.com/
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ules can be provided to augment and provide more
functionality.

The core of the environment is called BaseEnv,
and it is responsible for handling the SUMO simu-
lation and optional modules. BaseEnv receives the
simulation map, start/stop time steps, update fre-
quency, logging directory, and additional modules.
Another class called BaseRLEnv was created that
wraps the BaseEnv and implements the Gym.Env
interface. This is necessary because the used RL
library requires a gym environment.

During the simulation environment creation, a
list of modules are passed as one of the parameters.
The environment takes care of calling the module
base functions, but it is the module’s responsibil-
ity to have the desired functionality implemented.
The modules implemented for the project are the
following:

• Cells Module: This module creates the cell
matrix of the map, where each cell corresponds
to each region of the map. The module keeps
track of certain information like, all the roads
that belong to the cell, the number of vehicles,
the travel and waiting time, and the current
state. The module provides functions which
are used by the agents to change the state of
the cells to open or closed.

• Emissions Module: The module keeps track
of the per cell emission values. For each emis-
sion type, the module creates a cell grid matrix
which contain the emission type values. At ev-
ery step it gets the current step emission values
of all the vehicles and adds them to the corre-
sponding matrix position.

• Induction Loops Module: The module
keeps track of how many vehicles pass through
every induction loop for every hour. At the end
of the simulation the module writes the vehicle
count to a CSV file.

• Tracking Module: The module tracks gen-
eral statistical information about the simula-
tor, like the number of closed cells, aggregated
emission values, max emission value, wait and
travel times, number of created and arrived ve-
hicles. This module samples the information
every 15 minutes and writes them to a CSV
file.

4. Implementation

An agent is taught a policy by interacting with
the environment. This policy is then used to choose
which action to perform at a specific state. A2C was
chosen as the training algorithm as it is paralleliz-
able and showed to converge faster compared to the
other algorithms.

Every 15 minutes of the simulation, the agent has
to perform actions on the environment. The agent
goes over every cell of the map and decides if the
cell should stay open or closed. After this, a binary
grid map is generated which represents which cells
should be closed or open.

4.1. Environment
At each step, the agent needs to decide the action

to perform for each cell. The way the problem is
formulated, each cell will have it’s own observation,
action and reward.

The proposed observation has a mix of both, the
state of all the cells as well as the current action
cell’s specific information. This way the agent will
choose the best action for the current cell while tak-
ing into account the state of all the surrounding
cells.

Due to the fact that the city is represented as
a m×n grid, and that the state of one road may
directly affect the state of another, a Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN)[9] is proposed for the initial
layers of the model.

The matrix input is comprised of the following
data:

• Emissions: Represents the current per cell
emission values.

• Number of vehicles Contains the number of
the vehicles that are present in each cell.

• Closed cells: Is a binary matrix that repre-
sents the currently closed cells.

• Action Cell: This matrix represents on which
cell the agent is acting upon. One value is set to
1 and the rest is set to 0. This matrix changes
for each acting cell.

For each cell, the agent can perform one of two
actions, open or close the cells. Changing the cell
state also changes the state of all the roads inside
the cell.

4.2. Deep Learning
Each agent has a neural network that when given

a state, produces a action. The primary reason for
using a neural network is that the current problem
can’t be represented as a q-table.

There is no clear way of finding the optimal per-
forming network structure without trial and error.
The proposed model is comprised of two consecu-
tive convolutional layers. The task of these layers is
to find spatial correlation between the input data.
After each of the convolutional layers, there is a
Max Pooling Layer which performs down-sampling,
which helps to reduce the dimensionality of the
data. After this, the max pooling layer connects
to a fully connected network, with an additional
input. This extra input contains categorical data
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about the general state of the environment. The
fully connected network is comprised of two dense
layers and a Softmax layer. For each dense layer
a Dropout regularization technique is used, which
randomly disables certain neurons from training.

The model uses ReLU as the primary activation
function, this is because the input data can have
abstract data ranges, meaning that activation func-
tions like Sigmoid or tanh would perform poorly.
The generated neurons are initialized with a nor-
mal distribution. The detailed layer parameters are
shown in Table 2.

Layer Name Activation Shape

Input 1 (16, 17, 4)
Conv 1 (16, 17, 16)

(f=16, k=[3,3], s=1)
Max Pooling 1 (15, 16, 16)

Conv 2 (15, 16, 32)
(f=32, k=[4,4], s=1)

Max Pooling 2 (14, 15, 32)
Input 2 (16, 1)
FC 1 (144, 1)
FC 2 (64, 1)

Softmax (2, 1)

Table 2: Neural Network Parameters (f=filters,
k=kernel, s=stride)

4.3. Multi-agent Framework
Ideally each cell would have it’s own agent which

would learn a policy only applicable to that cell,
and not a global one. Taking this approach would
require a lot of computational power as, thus com-
promised approach is proposed where the map is
split into 4 regions, represented in Figure 2. Each
region has its own agent that acts upon the cells in
that region. Each agent has its own network which
needs to be trained independently. For each step,
each agent iterates over the cells in its region and
decides if the cell should be open or closed. All
the agents receive the same input where the only
variation is the location of the cell.

Figure 2: Map split into multi-agent regions. Each
color corresponds to an agents actionable cells.

4.4. Reactive Agent

As there are no available implementations that
run on the same environment, an ad hoc agent is
proposed. The proposal in question is a reactive
agent. The only functionality that the agent has, is
to check the pollution levels in each cell and close
the ones that exceed a specific threshold, as rep-
resented in Algorithm 1. The reason for such an
agent is because every city in Europe has a limi-
tation of pollution that an area in any given time
cannot surpass. Two tests are performed, one where
the threshold is 100 NOx (g/m3) per cell, and the
other where the threshold is 50.

Algorithm 1 Reactive Agent Decision Flow

procedure Reactive Agent(threshold, cells)
for cell in cells do

get cell emissions
if cell emissions >= threshold then

Close cell
else

Open cell
end if

end for
end procedure

4.5. RL Agent

The goal is to develop an RL agent that reduces
the pollution in the city. For this an adequate re-
ward function needs to be found. For this an itera-
tive search was performed, until the correct reward
was found, as shown in (6).

reward =
(t−mce)

200
+

av

eav
(6)

where:
t = emissions threshold
mce = current highest cell emission
eav = expected step arrived vehicles
av = step arrived vehicles

Having a reward function, the final experiments
can be conducted. First, a experiment is done to
test the performance of a single agent against a
multi-agent system. The best approach will then
be used for the further experiments. Two additional
experiments are conducted where the only variation
is the threshold value, one with 100 and 50 NOx.

5. Results

Most of the days showed little variation between
one another. The training was performed on a sin-
gle day, and tested on a different one. This is to test
the agents ability to generalize. The training is lim-
ited to a single day because of the time a training
sessions takes.
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5.1. Vehicle Throughput

While testing the agent for the arrived vehicles
optimization, in some cases the agent learned a dif-
ferent pattern of behaviours. In general the agent
learned that opening all the cells maximizes the
traffic throughput, but in some cases, the agent
learned that some cells are irrelevant for the traffic,
and keeping them closed doesn’t affect the traffic
flow. This is because, when those cells are closed,
there is always a different route that the vehicles
could take. The cells in question can be seen in
Figure 3.

Figure 3: Cells that are not relevant for the traffic

5.2. Pre-gerenated Data

Training the agent on pre-generated data sped
up the training drastically, which in turn allowed
more testing and rapid prototyping. This unfortu-
nately didn’t work, as the agents always overfitted
on a wrong solution or didn’t learn a solution at all,
compared to a normally trained agent. This may be
due to the lack of training data, as the agent would
require more examples because of the lack of explo-
ration.

5.3. Multi-agent

A test was made comparing a single agent,
against a multi-agent system. As shown in the Fig-
ure 4, the multi-agent approach was able to learn a
better policy compared to a single agent. With dif-
ferent reward functions, the multi-agent approach
was able to converge faster on a solution compared
to a single agent. Because of this, all of future train-
ings were performed on the multi-agent system.

5.4. Comparison

Taking a look at Figure 5, we can see some in-
teresting patterns. Looking at the agents with 100
NOx (mg/m3) threshold, we can see that the RL
agent is able to reduce the emissions more than the
reactive agent. This is because the RL agent lever-
ages the emissions more than the arrived vehicles,
thus a small decline in arrived vehicles.

Figure 4: Max cell emission comparison between
Single Agent and Multi-agent approaches

For the 50 NOx (mg/m3) threshold, both agents
struggle to maintain the below the threshold. The
reactive agent can’t lower the emissions more due
to the poor management of the cells, while the
RL agent is due to the emissions-arrived equilib-
rium. It is also relevant to notice, that with this
threshold, the agents prioritize lowering the emis-
sions more than maintaining vehicle flow. In gen-
eral both agents have similar results, except for the
waiting time. The Reactive agent closes the cells
with the vehicles, blocking them from moving, this
in turn increases the waiting time, while the RL
agent tries to avoid this behaviour. The RL agent
is able to learn this behaviour because of the ar-
rived vehicles reward part. When the vehicles are
stuck in a cell, they are not able to arrive to the
destination, in turn lowering the reward.

It may seem counter-intuitive that vehicles taking
longer routes don’t increase the pollution. This is
because when the vehicles take longer routes, they
in fact produce more emissions, but they produce
the emissions in less concentrated areas which al-
lows for the emissions to dissipate faster.

Table 3 shows a more statistical results compari-
son.

6. Conclusions

Since it’s not possible to test a solution on the real
world, a simulator is required. A simulation based
on SUMO was created that generates traffic based
on real world sampled data. Additionally vehicle
emission propagation was modelled based on real
data. The simulator was also extended to imple-
ment the OpenAI Gym format which is a common
RL practice. Using a Gym environment allows to
use existing RL frameworks.

We provide an RL solution to reduce the city
level emissions by managing the access to specific
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(a) Max Cell Emissions Value (b) Vehicles arrived to Destination

(c) Travel Time (d) Waiting Time

Figure 5: Results comparison between Reactive Agent, RL Agent and Baseline

Table 3: Agent differences relative to the Baseline
Avg. Max Avg. Arrived Avg. Travel Avg. Waiting
Emissions Vehicles Time Time

Reactive Agent Limit 100 -19.13% -8.21% 15.69% 192.40%
Reactive Agent Limit 50 -47.39% -37.67% 28.14% 9073.79%

RL Agent Limit 100 -36.97% -10.53% 11.51% 275.15%
RL Agent Limit 50 -45.99% -31.07% 31.70% 1195.48%

areas of the city. The proposed approach splits the
map into a cell grid and uses multiple agents that
assess the state of each of the cells. Each of the
agent is responsible of managing a specific region
of the city, which are comprised of multiple cells.
Each of the agents contains a CNN which is used
to find the patterns on the input data, and learn a
desired policy. The multi-agent approach was used
for the experiments as testing showed that it per-
formed better than a single agent solution. This is
because a single agent can’t generalize well on so
many actionable spaces.

An approach using pre-generated data was pro-

posed. Here multiple simulations with random ac-
tions were run and the intermediate states were
stored. The agents were then trained on this data.
This approach would allow a more controlled en-
vironment and faster training. Unfortunately the
agents were not able to learn a valid policy and
overfitted on a specific behaviour.

The agents were trained on different reward func-
tions and compared with a reactive agent and the
baseline. The RL agents perfomed better than the
reactive agent at minimizing the emissions below
the threshold. When more weight was given to min-
imizing the emissions, a bigger reduction in number
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of vehicles was seen, similar behaviour to the reac-
tive agents behaviour. The RL agents also showed
that some regions of the city are not necessary to the
traffic throughput, as there are alternative routes
that the vehicles could take.
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